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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 
order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY
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These materials have been prepared solely for educational and
informational purposes to contribute to the understanding of U.S.
intellectual property law. These materials reflect only the personal views
of the authors and are not individualized legal advice. It is understood
that each case is fact specific, and that the appropriate solution in any
case will vary. Therefore, these materials may or may not be relevant to
any particular situation. Thus, the authors and Finnegan, Henderson,
Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including Finnegan Europe LLP, and Fei
Han Foreign Legal Affairs Law Firm) cannot be bound either
philosophically or as representatives of their various present and future
clients to the comments expressed in these materials. The presentation
of these materials does not establish any form of attorney-client
relationship with these authors. While every attempt was made to
ensure that these materials are accurate, errors or omissions may be
contained therein, for which any liability is disclaimed.

Disclaimer
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• More value if patent exclusivity extends beyond the 
regulatory exclusivity afforded under the Biologics Price 
Competition and Innovation Act (BPCIA). 

• For formulations? combination therapies? and clinical 
trial results?

• Use a health check to assess the strength and 
enforceability of your U.S. patents.

• Do you have at least one patent claim that is rock 
solid, enforceable, valid, and infringed by a 
biosimilar's label? 

• Options if sub-optimal protection or even serious defects 
are uncovered.
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Today’s Agenda

• BPCIA claims definite? supported? enabled?

• Any ODP issues? Were terminal disclaimers filed? impact on PTA? 
PTE issues?

• Any inventorship issues? ownership?

• BPCIA claims beyond the biologic itself?

• Prosecution options.

• Enforceability issues? Consider Supplemental Examination.

• Time frames for challenge by biosimilar.

• Preparing for challenges at PTAB and district court.
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(a) IN GENERAL.—The specification shall contain a written
description of the invention and of the manner and process of
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terms
as to enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or
with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the
same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the
inventor or joint inventor of carrying out the invention.

(b) CONCLUSION.—The specification shall conclude with one or
more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming
the subject matter which the inventor or a joint inventor
regards as the invention.

35 U.S.C. § 112: 
Issues for Health Check
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Are the Claims Definite? 

Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Inc., 134 S.Ct. 2120 (U.S. 
2014)

“[W]e read § 112, ¶ 2 to require that a patent’s claims, 
viewed in light of the specification and prosecution history, 
inform those skilled in the art about the scope of the 
invention with reasonable certainty.”

9



Indefiniteness: Issues to Consider

• Relative Terms.
• Substantially
• About
• Essentially
• More stable
• Stronger

• Subjective terms
• Different doctors/patients could reach different 

conclusions.
―Improved symptoms or side effects.
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Indefiniteness: Issues to Consider

• Undefined terms with no well-established meaning.
• Internal designations.
• Terms coined by inventors.
• Terms that are used inconsistently in the art.

• Multiple methods to measure a claimed value.
• Specification and/or the art may disclose multiple 

methods.
• Methods may result in different infringement finding.
• Claims and specification lack guidance for a particular 

method to use.
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Indefiniteness: Issues to Consider

• Terms used inconsistently in the specification or in 
different claims.
• Same term used in different ways.
• More than one definition.
• Provisional application with a different definition that 

has been incorporated by reference.

• Inconsistency within a claim.
• Defining the same component with both a narrow and 

broad range.
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Remedial  Measures Emanating from Health 
Check

• Expert testimony to support what a 
POSITA would understand from the 
specification.

• Consider expert declaration explaining the 
degree of precision available (or lack 
thereof) in the relevant art at the relevant 
time.

• Consider reissue possibilities.

• Consider continuation possibilities.
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Is there Written Description Support 
in the Specification?

AbbVie Deutschland GmbH & Co., KG v. Janssen Biotech, 
Inc., 759 F.3d 1285 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

“the written description requirement with respect to 
particularly claimed subject matter is met if the specification 
shows that the stated inventor has in fact invented what is 
claimed, that he had possession of it.”

14



In Health Check, Apply Teachings from 
Ariad Pharmaceuticals v. Eli Lilly

598 F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en banc)

• Enablement and written description are separate 
requirements.

• Question of fact how much disclosure is required; no bright-
line rule: “the level of detail required …varies depending on 
the nature and scope of the claims and on the complexity 
and predictability of the relevant technology.”

• Obviousness not enough: “a description that merely renders 
the invention obvious does not satisfy the requirement.”
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Possession Is Key

Nuvo Pharms. v. Dr. Reddy’s, 923 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2019)

• Claim: uncoated PPI effective to raise the gastric pH to at least 3.5.

• “There is nothing in the specification of the patents-in-suit showing 
‘that the inventor actually invented the invention claimed.’ … There 
must be some description … establishing that the inventor ‘was in 
possession of the . . . claimed invention, including all of the 
elements and limitations.’”

• “[Because] the specification provides nothing more than the mere 
claim that uncoated PPI might work, even though persons of 
ordinary skill in the art would not have thought it would work, the 
specification is fatally flawed.”
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Written Description: Issues to Consider

• Claiming a result without specific structure to achieve it.
• An unspecified protein that interacts with a receptor or inhibits a 

biological pathway.

• Antibody defined by its epitope binding.

• Broad claim with little support in specification
• Genus claim or functionally described component: consider 

number of disclosed species or disclosed common structure to 
achieve the function.

• Unsupported claim limitations.
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Written Description: Issues to Consider

• Cobbling together different parts of the specification to 
claim specific subject matter. 
• Are there “blazemarks” in the specification pointing to specific 

subject matter that is claimed?

• Priority chain support. 

18



Remedial  Measures Emanating from 
Health Check: Written Description

• Expert testimony to support what a 
POSITA would understand.

• Consider inherency arguments.

• Consider amending claims.
― Reissue
― Continuations
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Are The Claims Enabled?  

MagSil Corp. v. Hitachi Global Storage Techs., Inc., 
687 F.3d 1377, 1380–81 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

Claims are not enabled when, at the effective filing date of 
the patent, one of ordinary skill in the art could not practice 
their full scope without undue experimentation.

20



Recent Federal Circuit Decision
Amgen v. Sanofi, 987 F.3d 1080, reh’g denied, 850 
Fed. Appx. 794 (Fed. Cir. 2021)

21

Claims directed to antibodies defined by their epitopes and 
function. 

Exemplary claim:
1. An isolated monoclonal antibody that binds to PCSK9, 
wherein the isolated monoclonal antibody binds an epitope on 
PCSK9 comprising at least one of residues 237 or 238 of SEQ ID 
NO: 3, and wherein the monoclonal antibody blocks binding of 
PCSK9 to LDLR.



Recent Federal Circuit Decision

Amgen v. Sanofi (con’t)
• Specification discloses amino acid sequences for 

twenty-six antibodies.
• “the enablement inquiry for claims that include 

functional requirements can be particularly focused on 
the breadth of those requirements, especially where 
predictability and guidance fall short. In particular, it 
is important to consider the quantity of 
experimentation that would be required to make and 
use, not only the limited number of embodiments that 
the patent discloses, but also the full scope of the 
claim.”
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Recent Federal Circuit Decision
Amgen v. Sanofi (con’t)

• “Each appealed claim in this case is a composition claim defined, not 
by structure, but by meeting functional limitations. …[T]he 
specification here did not enable preparation of the full scope of 
these double-function claims without undue experimentation. … The 
binding limitation is itself enough here to require undue 
experimentation.”

• “The functional limitations here are broad, the disclosed examples 
and guidance are narrow, and no reasonable jury could conclude 
under these facts that anything but ‘substantial time and effort’ 
would be required to reach the full scope of claimed embodiments.”
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Enablement: Issues to Consider

• Routine v. undue experimentation.

• Proper/improper use of post-filing evidence? (can 
only reflect state of art at time of filing).

• Priority date assertions (remember, may be 
important in PTAB proceedings to antedate 
reference).

• Entire scope of the claims enabled? 

• Functional requirements.
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Remedial  Measures For Enablement  from 
the Health Check

• Expert testimony to support what a 
POSITA would understand.

• Consider reissue possibilities.

• Consider continuation possibilities.

25



Health Check:  
ODP, TDs, PTA, and PTE

• Obviousness Type Double Patent (ODP) - nonstatutory
― Judicially created doctrine to prevent extended term for claims 

“patentably indistinct” from assignee’s earlier expiring claims
― Applied within and between patent families

• Terminal Disclaimers (TD) - 37 CFR § 1.321
― Overcomes ODP by disclaiming longer term and requiring common 

ownership

• Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) - 35 USC §156
― Added term based on USPTO examination delays

• Patent Term Extension (PTE) – 35 USC §156
― Added term based on premarket regulatory review

26



Obviousness Type Double Patenting

Gilead Sciences, Inc. v. Natco Pharma Ltd., 753 F.3d 1208 (Fed. Cir. 2014)
― Later expiring patent invalid for ODP over earlier expiring patent.

― “[I]t is a bedrock principle of our patent system that when a patent 
expires, the public is free to use not only the same invention claimed in 
the expired patent but also obvious or patentably indistinct modifications 
of that invention.”

later term 
invalid under 

ODP
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Effect of  ODP on PTE

28

Novartis AG v. Ezra Ventures,  909 F.3d 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2018)

• “obviousness-type double patenting does not invalidate a validly 
obtained PTE”

• “if a patent, under its pre-PTE expiration date, is valid under all 
other provisions of law, then it is entitled to the full term of its PTE.”

PTE not 
invalid under 

ODP



Timing of  TDs and PTE

• Consider filing TD before PTE certificate

• **PTE could be longer if calculated after TD
― e.g., where PTE otherwise limited by 14-year cap

Original 
Expiration

Expiration

ExpirationExpiration
Subject to TD

Drug 
Development

Original Patent
Term

After Filing
Terminal

Disclaimer
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Effect of  ODP on PTA
• Magna (W.D. Mich 2015):  ODP Supersedes PTA

• Summary judgment that ’149 patent invalid for ODP.
― “[D]ue to its patent term adjustment, the '149 patent still expired 

later than the '7[8]6 patent. Therefore, under Gilead, the '7[8]6 patent is 
an available reference for [obviousness-type double patenting]."

PTA

Common Priority
Date

Reference Patent 
Expires

Challenged Patent 
Expires

later term 
invalid under 

ODP

Magna Elecs., Inc. v. TRW Auto. Holdings Corp., No. 1:12-CV-654, 2015 WL 
11430786 (W.D. Mich. Dec. 10, 2015) (settled; not appealed)
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Effect of  ODP on PTA

31

2014 
W.D. Mich. 
Magna:
PTA subject to 
ODP
•“Gilead is 

indistinguishable 
from this case for 
purposes of 
deciding whether 
the doctrine can 
apply here.”

2018 
Federal Circuit
Novartis:  
PTE not
subject to ODP
•“[A]greeing with 

Ezra would mean 
that a judge-made 
doctrine [ODP] 
would cut off a 
statutorily-
authorized time 
extension.”

2021 
D.N.J. 
Mitsubishi:
PTA not subject 
to ODP
•“[A]s in Ezra, ‘[t]his 

case does not raise 
the traditional 
concern with 
obviousness-type 
double patenting 
of a patent owner 
extending his 
exclusive rights….’”

2022:  
Federal Circuit 
appeal of 
Mitsubishi
•Stayed Aug. 13, 

2021



ODP Preemptive and Remedial Measures
• Maintain consonance to retain any 

safe harbor protection. 

• Argue against ODP rejections and 
challenges.

• Double check possible ODP issues 
before a patent expires.
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Health Check: Inventorship
• 35 U.S.C. 101: Whoever  invents  or  discovers  any  new  and  useful  process, machine,  

manufacture,  or  composition  of  matter,  or  any  new and useful improvement thereof, 
may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.

• Pre-AIA §102(e): A person shall be entitled to a patent unless—(e) the invention was 
described in a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United 
States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent....”

• Pre-AIA §102(f):  A person shall be entitled to a patent unless … (f) he did not himself 
invent the subject matter sought to be patented.

• 35 U.S.C. §115: Patent application needs to include name of inventor and have 
inventor’s oath filed by time issue fee paid.

• 35 U.S.C. § 116(a)  JOINT INVENTIONS.—When an invention is made by two or more 
persons jointly, they shall apply for patent jointly and each make the required oath, 
except as otherwise provided in this title. Inventors may apply for a patent jointly even 
though
― (1) they did not physically work together or at the same time,
― (2) each did not make the same type or amount of contribution, or 
― (3) each did not make a contribution to the subject matter of every claim of the patent.
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Implications of  Inventorship

Best mode (still law) Derivation Priority assertions

Eligibility for AIA 
prior art exceptions Double patenting

Antedating 
(removing) asserted 

reference in AIA 
post-grant 
proceeding

Invalidity Inequitable conduct

34



Inventorship: What to Look For?

• Named inventors correct? 
― Compare the original set of claims with those finally granted.

• Evaluate inventorship claim by claim.
― Provisional applications evaluate disclosure.

• Any potential derivation questions?

• If any inventorship in question, status of 
corroborative contemporary evidence?

• Other work of named inventors?

35



Issues Related to Collaboration

― For each claim and each limitation
― Who contributed to: 

― Conception?

― Reduction to practice? 
― Were special technical skills required to reduce to practice?

― Timing and amount of contribution
― Differences in timing, place, or amount of contribution not 

determinative.

― Inventive contributions can occur even before the “date of 
conception.”

36



Inventorship Remedial  Measures

• Correct inventorship, as needed.
• 35 U.S.C. §116 for applications.
• 35 U.S.C. §256 for patents.

• Reissue to correct misjoinder (MPEP
1412.04).

• File continuation-in-part to combine 
full disclosures of both applications 
and claims of both applications and 
with inventor nomination of both.

37



Health Check: Ownership

• 35 U.S.C. §262: “In the absence of any agreement to the 
contrary, each of the joint owners of a patent may make, use, 
offer to sell, or sell the patented invention within the United 
States, or import the patented invention into the United States, 
without the consent of and without accounting to the other 
owners.” 

• May license without accounting to others (absent contract provision) 
• May grant immunity from suit by other owner
• Need not share license royalties!
• Each inventor has equal rights as a co-owner even if he or she 

contributed to only one claim of a multi-claim patent
― “[E]ach co-inventor presumptively owns a pro rata undivided interest 

in the entire patent, no matter what their respective contributions.” 
Ethicon, Inc. v. U.S. Surgical Corp., 135 F.3d 1456, 1465 (Fed. Cir. 
1998)

38



Implications of  Ownership
• Standing to sue for infringement (e.g., Abraxis v. Navinta (Fed. Cir. 

2010)).

• § 102(b)(2)(C) common ownership exception to prior art.

• § 102(c) Common ownership under joint research agreements.

• Double patenting.
― Commonly-owned patents (see 37 CFR 1.321(c))
― Patents not commonly-owned but subject to joint research agreements (see 37 CFR 1.321(d))
― Exclusive licensee with all substantial rights (e.g., Immunex v. Sandoz (Fed. Cir. 2020))

• Real-party-in-interest in AIA post-grant proceedings.
― Which also implicates petitioner estoppel provisions.

• Preexisting obligations to assign to third parties; in U.S., co-owners 
have no accountability absent an agreement to contrary.

39



Ownership: What to Look For?
• Track inventorship to current ownership status:

• Status of assignments, licenses, employment 
agreements, non-employee inventors, former employees, 
co-ownership with third parties, liens/security interests, 
consultant/contractor agreements, joint venture 
agreements, settlement agreements, covenant-not-to-
sue

• Confirm that all listed inventors have an obligation to 
assign, particularly for non-employee inventors.

• Check language of assignments – “all rights in 
invention”? 

• March-in rights under Bayh-Dole Act? 
40



No Standing Due to 
Assignment Chain Break

Astra L
’086 

Patent

Oct. 1986 
Assignment from 

Inventor

March 2007 
Assigns to AZ-UK

AZ-AB
’524, 
’489 

patents

Jun. 1994 
Assignment from 

Inventor

March 2007 
Assigns to AZ-UK

AZ-UK
Parent 
Corp.

Apr.-Jun. 2006 
Sale and 

“assignment” to 
Abraxis

Receives 
assignment of 

’086, ’524, ’489 
patents

Nov. 2007 
“further convey” 

patents to 
Abraxis

Abraxis
Plaintiff

March 2007 Files 
suit against 

Navinta

Receives 
assignment of 

’086, ’524, ’489 
Patents

Aug. 2009 
Wins district 
court case

Nov. 2010:
Fed. Cir finds 

NO STANDING

Abraxis Bioscience v. Navinta LLC  (Fed. Cir. 2010)
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Ownership Remedial Measures

• File continuation/division 
applications.

• File terminal disclaimer?

• Obtain assignments, contracts, or 
modify existing contracts (e.g., 
employee contracts).

• Make any necessary filings with 
USPTO to update assignment record.
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Health Check: Additional Patents
• Patent Claims tracking the results of clinical trials that will be 

included in the generic manufacturer’s label. 

• Combination therapy patents.

• New indications that are novel and nonobvious over the 
indications disclosed in the original biologic patent(s).

• Improved formulations patents, particularly for those 
formulations designed for large-scale randomized Phase III 
clinical trials. 

• Back-up clinical candidate patents to be harvested. 
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Consider Claim Variety 

44

Method of 
making

Product-by-
process

Compound

Composition/
Formulation

Downstream 
claims

Method of 
treatment

Means-plus-
function

Invention



Cannot Rely on Amending at PTAB

45

Source: Finnegan research, http://www.aiablog.com/claim-and-case-disposition/



Health Check: Prosecution Options
• Consider including several claims with 

varying claim scope to minimize 
necessity of amendment in post-grant 
proceedings and to provide back-up 
options against validity challenges. 

• If considering reissue, be mindful of 
reissue recapture and time bars.
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In Keeping Continuation Application(s) 
Pending, 

• Be mindful of “unreasonable and unexplained delay”:

• Hyatt v. Hirshfeld, 998 F.3d 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2021);
• Tafas v. Doll, 559 F.3d 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2009);
• Symbol Tech., Inc. v. Lemelson Medical, Educ. & Research Found., 

422 F.3d 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2005); and
• In re Bogese, 303 F.3d 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2002).

• No recapture issues.

• Broadening limited only by requirements of 35 U.S.C.        
§ 112(a).
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Reissue

48

• New narrow claims
― New prior art discovered (e.g., in pre-litigation diligence); to 

hedge against possible invalidity/unpatentability attack.
― Old prior art not disclosed during original examination; to hedge 

against inequitable conduct (see also, supplemental exam).
― No recapture/broadening issues.

• New broader claims (2-year limit; may have 
recapture to consider)
― To cover new products (patent owner or third-party).
― To avoid disclosure dedication (e.g., unclaimed embodiments or 

species).



Is There A Need For Supplemental Examination 
To Clear The Path To Enforceability?

35 U.S.C.§257(a): “A patent owner may request supplemental 
examination of a patent in the Office to consider, reconsider, or correct 
information believed to be relevant to the patent[.]” 

35 U.S.C.§257(c): “A patent shall not be held unenforceable on the 
basis of … information … considered, reconsidered, or corrected during a 
supplemental examination of the patent.”

Does not apply against inequitable conduct allegations already raised in 
district court, ITC, or ANDA para. IV notice letter before date of filing 
request (§ 257(c)(2)(A)).

Does not apply unless SE and any reexam ordered there from is finished 
before the date on which the action is brought (§ 257(c)(2)(B)). 

49



Effect: Insulate Patent 

• Historically, when inequitable conduct occurred during 
prosecution, it could not be purged or cured after the 
patent has issued—including during post-grant proceedings, 
such as reexamination and reissue.

• In other words, inequitable conduct could only be cured 
during prosecution.

• Now, supplemental examination provides a mechanism for 
patent owners to strengthen their patents before 
litigation.

50



• Could a patent owner use supplemental exam to cleanse a patent of 
unclean hands? 

• Statutory language is broad:
― “A patent shall not be held unenforceable … if the information was 

considered, reconsidered, or corrected during a supplemental examination 
of the patent.”

• Basis for unclean hands allegation is that party acted fraudulently or in 
bad faith.

• Exceptions under 35 U.S.C. 257(e) suggest “fraud” cannot be cured by 
supplemental examination.

• But what if Director does not refer the matter to the Attorney General?

• No reason to use “fraud” as a basis for limiting Supp Exam to inequitable 
conduct.

SE Limited to Inequitable Conduct?
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Burden On Patent Owners For 
Supplemental Examination

• Steep fee;

• Patent owner admissions;

• Limit on number of items that a patent owner may raise in 
a request for supplemental examination.
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What “Items of  Information” 
Were Submitted?

US 
patents/applications, 

OA's, 174, 34%

Foreign 
patents/applications, 

OA's, 167, 33%

Publications, 55, 
11%

Declarations, 33, 
6%

Webpage, 15, 3%

Poster/video/presentation
/brochures/manuals, 49, 

10%

Case law, 4, 1% District court or 
PTAB litigation 
documents, 10, 

2%

Source: Finnegan research using USPTO PAIR on 301 SE requests as of Dec. 2, 2020. May be more than one type of information 
submitted per SE request.

2/3 of items 
submitted with 
SE request are 
patents/patent 
applications



How to Balance Benefits and Limitations of  SE 
Before Filing Request?

54

-Potentially insulated 
claims.

-Have an answer to 
request within 3 months 
by statute.

-If the PTO finds an SNQ, 
you’re locked into ex parte
reexamination before the 
CRU (not your original 
examiner).

-Only one bite at the apple 
(no RCEs/cons).



• Is there any unsubmitted prior art?

• Are there any unsubmitted pre- or post-filing date articles or publications related to 
the subject matter of the invention?

― Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Rhône-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 326 F.3d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 2003) 

• Were speculations presented as fact? Were assertions supported by science?
― Purdue Pharma L.P. v. Endo Pharms., Inc., 438 F.3d 1123 (Fed. Cir. 2006)

• Were all the experiments performed as described?
― Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc. v. Promega Corp., 323 F.3d 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2003)
― Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Bio-Technology General Corp., 424 F.3d 1347 (Fed. Cir. 

2005) 
― Pharmacia Corp. v. Par Pharmaceutical, Inc., 417 F.3d 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2005)
― Apotex, Inc. v. UCB, Inc., 763 F.3d 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

• Are there experiments and/or experiment details that were not included in the 
specification?  

― Aventis Pharma S.A. v. Amphastar Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 525 F.3d 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2008)

Questions To Ask : 
Answers May Flush Out Information To Consider In 

Context Of  Supplemental Exam

No
Image
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• Are there undisclosed data?
― Cargill, Inc. v. Canbra Foods, Ltd., 476 F.3d 1359 (Fed. Cir. 2007)

• Is there information in the files of those having a Rule 56 duty that is 
inconsistent with any data submitted? Inconsistent with arguments made?

― Monsanto Co. v. Bayer Bioscience N.V., 514 F.3d 1229 (Fed. Cir. 2008)
― Ferring B.V. v. Barr Labs., Inc., 437 F.3d 1181 (Fed. Cir. 2006)

• Are there any uncited related applications/patents? Uncited Office Actions in 
any related applications/patents? Litigation on related patents?

― McKesson Information Solutions, Inc. v. Bridge Medical, Inc., 487 F.3d 897 (Fed. Cir. 2007)

― Nilssen v. Osram Sylvania, Inc., 504 F.3d 1223 (Fed. Cir. 2007)

― Leviton Mfg. Co., Inc. v. Universal Sec. Instruments, Inc., 606 F.3d 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2010)

Questions To Ask : 
Answers May Flush Out Information To Consider In 

Context Of  Supplemental Exam
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(1) SE provides a route for seeking a reexam on 
information that cannot be considered in a 
conventional reexam.

(2) SE is no guarantee that you are free and clear 
from inequitable conduct; may generate a new 
inequitable conduct claim based on statements 
in the SE proceeding.

Remember
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Regulatory Exclusivities

• No 351(k) application can be filed until 4 years after the date the 
reference product was first licensed.

• No 351(k) application can be approved until 12 years after the date the 
reference product was first licensed.

• Pediatric Exclusivity – 4- and 12-year periods can be extended by 6 months 
each.

Does not apply to: 
• (i) a supplement for the biological product that is the reference product; or

• (ii) a subsequent application filed by the same sponsor or manufacturer of the 
biological product that is the reference product (or a licensor, predecessor in interest, 
or other related entity) for—

― (I) a change (not including a modification to the structure of the biological product) that 
results in a new indication, route of administration, dosing schedule, dosage form, 
delivery system, delivery device, or strength; or

― (II) a modification to the structure of the biological product that does not result in a 
change in safety, purity, or potency.
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FDA Permits Labeling Carve-outs For 
Regulatory and Patent Exclusivities

• No requirement that a biosimilar product have the same labeling as 
the reference product.

― A biosimilar can be licensed for fewer than all of the 
conditions of use for which the reference product is licensed 
if such conditions are patent-protected

― See Labeling for Biosimilar Products Guidance for Industry, 
July 2018.

― “Biosimilar product labeling should incorporate relevant data and 
information from the reference product labeling, including clinical data 
that supported FDA’s finding of safety and effectiveness of the reference 
product.”

― “The relevant data and information from the reference product labeling 
that should be incorporated into the biosimilar product labeling will 
depend on whether the applicant is seeking licensure for all conditions of 
use (e.g., indication(s), dosing regimen(s)) or fewer than all conditions of 
se of the reference product for the biosimilar product.”
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What Patents Are Eligible For 
BPCIA Litigation?

Within 60 days after receiving copy of Biosimilar 
application RPS “shall provide”:
• “A list of patents for which the reference product sponsor 

believes a claim of patent infringement could reasonably 
be asserted ” and

• “Identification of the patents . . . that the reference 
product sponsor would be prepared to license to the” 
Biosimilar applicant

42 U.S.C. § 262(l)(3)(A)
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? 20 days 60 days60 days

The Patent Dance

Biosimilar 
files 
Application

Biosimilar 
Application 
accepted by 
FDA

Biosimilar 
provides 
confidential 
info to RPS

RPS provides 
patent list to 
Biosimilar

Biosimilar provides 
RPS with patent
list and detailed 

statement

RPS provides 
Biosimilar with 
detailed statement

Agreement 
reached

Biosimilar identifies 
number of  patents that 
can be asserted

RPS files complaint Simultaneous exchange of 
patent lists

RPS files complaint
180 days before Biosimilar 
commercialization must 
notify RPS

60 days15 days

noyes

30 days 5 days

30 days

42 U.S.C. § 262(l)
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negotiate final list 
of patents

RPS can seek injunction 
as to patents on red or 
blue lists; Biosimiar or 
RPS can file DJ action on 
same



What if  RPS Does Not Timely Identify 
Patents?

• The owner of a patent that should have been 
included in the list, but was not timely included in 
the list, may not bring a BPCIA litigation.

• If a patent that the reference product sponsor 
reasonably believes can be asserted issues after the 
reference product sponsor provides its list, then the 
reference product sponsor shall supplement the list 
within 30 days of issuance or license.
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Preemptive Thinking During Prosecution

• Develop a strong prosecution record.
― Will a robust expert declaration be helpful for 

nonobviousess? written description support? 
enablement? definiteness? claim construction? 

• Develop multiple layers of patent 
protection.
― Compound
― Composition/Formulation
― Method of treatment
― Method of making
― Delivery devices
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Locate A Good Expert

• A good expert is not necessarily the most qualified 
expert.
• A good expert must also be a good witness.

• Identify and retain multiple experts early.

• Will you use the same expert in an IPR and 
litigation?
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Generate Your Own Purple Book

• Identify all patents that may reasonably be asserted.
― Not only your own, but those you have exclusively licensed.

• Assess strengths and weaknesses.

• While you are required to list all patents that may 
reasonably be asserted, you do not have to sue on all of 
them.
― Are there strategic reasons to not assert all patents?
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THANK YOU

M. Paul Barker
Finnegan
Stanford Research Park
3300 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1203
+1 650 849 6620
paul.barker@finnegan.com

Mark Feldstein, Ph.D.
Finnegan
901 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4413
+1 202 408 4092
mark.feldstein@finnegan.com

Amanda Murphy, Ph.D.
Finnegan
901 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4413
+1 202 408 4114
amanda.murphy@finnegan.com
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